	WE ENCOUNTER TWO DEADLY SINS	
hit on the head and had lost my wits. Except that
my head was aching and that I felt something dazed,
I seemed to be none the worse, and when I put up
my hand, I could find no blood.
As I got to my feet, I found that my coat was open,
and an instant later I knew that I had been robbed.
All my pockets were empty, and the pistol I had carried
was gone.
This sudden, sinister discovery put all else out of my
mind, and I must have stood still a full minute, before
I remembered that Hubert and Stiven and Bugle had
yet to be found.
Without the moon was shining, and, thinking to
lighten the room, I turned to the door: with the
first step I took, however, I trod on a box of matches,
and a moment later I had the light I desired*
Hubert was lying face upward three feet from where
I stood. His coats were open and I made no doubt"
that he had been stripped, as I had, of all that he had.
Stiven lay prone beyond him, with his head on the
hearth. I saw no sign of Bugle, and the peasant was
gone.
At first I thought that my companions were dead,
but when I found they were breathing, I began to do
what I could to bring them round. I loosened their
collars and tucked their coats under their heads:
then I went out in search of water, for somewhere
near at hand I could hear the song of a brook,
I more than half expected that Bugle would be
lying outside, but he was not there and I saw no sign
of the car. With my head in a whirl, I turned from
the road and made my way to the brook which was
running behind the cottage beneath the trees.
I had, of course, no vessel in which to carry the water
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